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Body, and Essence. The Word became Flesh and

Tools for Effective Prayer will teach you how to do

dwelt among men. The vibrant, glowing

that!

descriptions of Jesus' Deity, life, and ministry

Revelation 12-22 MacArthur New Testament

among the human race have endeared this gospel to

Commentary John F. MacArthur 2000-09-01 These

hearts of Christians for centuries. Indeed, it is the

study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar,

gospel that is generally recommended as the new

John MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

convert's first assignment. Within its pages are

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

unparalleled revelations of an eternal God Who

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

entered human history in the person of Jesus Christ

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

to reconcile the world of lost humanity to

probing questions that guide the reader toward

fellowship with him. Nowhere else in the New

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

Testament is the Good News made so simple and

The MacArthur New Testament Commentary

clear.

Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all

Tools for Effective Prayer Clarence Washington Sr.

ages. Much debate surrounds the book of Revelation

2016-02-12 If you want a prayer life that will

on such volatile topics as: The rapture, the

enable you to experience God’s presence like you

millennial kingdom, and the Anti-Christ. Respected

never have before and move Him to bless you like

preacher and Bible teacher, John MacArthur, pulls

He has never blessed you before, then you must

back the veil on the book of Revelation and reveals

start praying like you have never prayed before!

more of what God's Word has to say to us about the
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future of His Kingdom.

2010-01-01 Can you lose your salvation? All

James John MacArthur 1998 Are there different

believers have wrestled with this question at some

degrees of faith? Does faith always prove itself only

point in their spiritual walks. So what answers does

through action? James provides powerful, practical

God provide to challenging questions like: Am I

answers to timeless questions of the Christian faith,

really saved? Am I going to heaven? How can I

including teaching on how to gain wisdom, prevent

know for sure? Renowned pastor and author John

hypocrisy, and control the tongue.

MacArthur believes every Christian should enjoy

Philippians MacArthur New Testament

the reality and security of being saved without a

Commentary John F. MacArthur 2001-08-01

doubt. Drawing from a background rich in Bible

Philippians is the most personal letter Paul wrote to

study and teaching, John examines key scriptures,

a church. In it, he addresses many challenging

tackles tough questions, and sheds light on the true

aspects of the Christian life such as joy, humility,

nature of salvation. Throughout, you’ll be

and spiritual unity. Respected preacher and Bible

encouraged to embrace the perfect grace found in

teacher, John MacArthur, presents yet another

Jesus Christ. Saved without a Doubt includes a

comprehensive and compelling commentary in his

guide for both personal and group study, which

New Testament Series. Readers will find this

features discovery questions, suggestions for prayer,

resource indispensable for their study of this

and activities, all designed to connect life-changing

excellent epistle.

truths with everyday living.

Saved Without A Doubt John MacArthur, Jr.

Does God Love All or Some? Ronnie W. Rogers
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2019-04-19 The term "extensivism" describes my

that God's free choice to endow man with

position regarding the doctrine of salvation.

libertarian freedom is a more biblical perspective.

Specifically, extensivism believes that man was

Fifth, because a significant percentage of people

created in the image of God with otherwise choice;

who become Calvinists do not actually understand

God's salvation plan involves an all-inclusive

Calvinism, I seek to present Calvinism and

unconditional offer of salvation to every person,

extensivism in language that is precisely and

reception of which is conditioned upon grace-

consistently reflective of the commitments of each

enabled faith rather than Calvinism's exclusive plan

perspective regarding God's sovereignty, salvific

of a limited actual offer of salvation to only the

love, foreknowledge, and man's freedom; this so a

unconditionally elected. Generally, it replaces the

person can make an informed choice about

term "non-Calvinism." These are the five primary

Calvinism.

objectives of the book: First, my considerations

Living Hope for the End of Days John S. Barnett

would result in a deeper understanding of God.

2010-08-09

Second, I will demonstrate that God salvationally

The MacArthur Bible Commentary John

loves every single person. Third, I intend to offer a

MacArthur 2005 The book includes - A short

precise and respectful critique of Calvinism's

introduction covering author, date, time, and setting

internal and biblical inconsistencies (these are

for each book of the Bible; Cross-references to The

largely due to its commitment to compatibilism and

MacArthur Bible Handbook as an alternate source

unconditional election). Fourth, I will demonstrate

for more in-depth treatment; Each introduction also
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includes discussion of God's character, how Christ is

Jerusalem for the establishment of an uninterrupted

seen, key doctrines, key words, key people, and

victorious lifestyle for his people. This plan worked

key Scripture passages that represent the 'theme

for Nehemiah and the Jews. It will therefore work

core' of each book of the Bible.

for you! For God is the same yesterday, today, and

Victory Every Day in Every Way Clarence

tomorrow!

Washington Sr. 2017-08-17 How much of the

John John F. MacArthur 2015-11-03 The Gospel of

awesomely abundant life that Christ died to provide

John is filled with profound truths and rich spiritual

for believers do you want—a little bit, a lot, or all of

stories. Stories of Christ’s miracles that inspire His

it? If your answer is "all of it," then Victory Every

followers; stories of a death that redeems the lost;

Day in Every Way was specifically written for

and stories of a resurrection that provides us with

you! This book will guide you on a journey from

hope for eternal glory. Every miracle, teaching, and

the outhouse to the penthouse or from wherever

action of Jesus that John captures in his Gospel has

you are in life to where God wants you to be. God

one clear purpose: to prove that Jesus is the Word,

wants all believers to be victorious in everything

the Messiah, and the Son of God. The dramatic

we do, wherever we go, and for however long we

milestones of Christ’s ministry, as portrayed by

stay. This book explores the foolproof plan for

John, have invited millions of believers throughout

kingdom living that God revealed to Nehemiah the

the ages into a saving faith with Jesus Christ, and

governor. The plan is centered around the very

will lead you into a deeper understanding of the

difficult task of building a wall of protection around

ultimate story of Jesus, the Son of God. The
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MacArthur Bible Studies provide intriguing

powerful heralding of Jesus Christ's arrival.

examinations of the whole of Scripture. Each guide

Limbaugh takes readers on a revealing journey

incorporates extensive commentary, detailed

from Genesis through Malachi, demonstrating that a

observations on overriding themes, and probing

consistent message courses through every one of

questions to help you study the Word of God with

the Old Testament's thirty-nine books: the power,

guidance from John MacArthur.

wonder, and everlasting love of Jesus Christ.

Finding Jesus in the Old Testament David

Previously published under the title The Emmaus

Limbaugh 2015-11-09 A New York Times

Code.

Bestseller! In Finding Jesus in the Old Testament,

Romans 1-8 John MacArthur 1991 These study

David Limbaugh unlocks the mysteries of the Old

guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John

Testament and reveals hints of Jesus Christ's arrival

MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

through all thirty-nine Old Testament books. The

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

key to the secrets of the Old Testament, Limbaugh

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

argues, is the crucial New Testament encounter

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

between the risen Jesus and two travelers on the

probing questions that guide the reader toward

road to Emmaus. With that key, and with

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

Limbaugh as a deft guide, readers of Finding Jesus

The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools

in the Old Testament will come to a startling new

for Bible students of all ages. This work on Romans

understanding of the Old Testament as a clear and

1-8 is part of a New Testament commentary series
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which has as its objective explaining and applying

for their study of these excellent epistles.

Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how

Revelation John F. MacArthur 2016-06-28 The

they relate to the whole of the Bible.This New

book of Revelation unveils Jesus Christ in his glory

Testament commentary series reflects the objective

and victorious return. And yet no other New

of explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on

Testament book of the Bible poses more serious and

the major doctrines and how they relate to the

difficult interpretative challenges. John MacArthur

whole of Scripture. This volume is a study of the

will take you through the book, passage by passage,

first eight chapters of the Book of Romans.

so that you can better understand everything from

Biblical Counsel 1993

the historical context to the coming of Christ's

1 & 2 Thessalonians John MacArthur 2002

Kingdom. The apostle John wrote this letter to the

Nowhere else than in 1st and 2nd Thessalonians

churches in Asia Minor who were feeling the

does the apostle Paul deal so extensively with the

overwhelming effects of persecution from all sides.

second coming of Jesus Christ. Understanding this

It was a reminder to them that God saw their

amazing event is key to developing and sustaining

hardships, cared about them, and would reward

the Christian's hope, discipline, and evangelism.

them for their faithfulness. Through the use of

Respected preacher and Bible teacher, John

vivid imagery, John writes Revelation to reveal

MacArthur, presents yet another comprehensive

the end of human history, the return of Christ, and

and compelling commentary in his New Testament

the establishment of a new heaven and a new earth.

Series. Readers will find this resource indispensable

John's message of hope in Revelation assures
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Christians that God is in sovereign control of all past,

guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John

present, and future events. He encourages believers

MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

to trust that Jesus Christ will judge the lost and will

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

rule in ultimate victory over all human and

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

demonic opposition. —ABOUT THE SERIES— The

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

MacArthur Bible Study series is designed to help

probing questions that guide the reader toward

you study the Word of God with guidance from

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

widely respected pastor and author John

The MacArthur New Testamant Commentary

MacArthur. Each guide provides intriguing

Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all

examinations of the whole of Scripture by

ages. This work on Matthew 24-28 is part of a New

examining its parts and incorporates: Extensive, but

Testament commentary series which has as its

straight-forward commentary on the text. Detailed

objective explaining and applying Scripture,

observations on overriding themes, timelines,

focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate

history, and context. Word and phrase studies to

to the whole of the Bible. This New Testament

help you unlock the broader meaning and apply it

commentary series reflects the objective of

to your life. Probing, interactive questions with

explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the

plenty of space to write down your response and

major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of

thoughts.

Scripture. This volume is a study of chapters 24-28

Matthew 24-28 John MacArthur 1989 These study

of the book of Matthew.
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John Volumes 1 & 2 MacArthur New Testament

studies as sidebars throughout.

Commentary Set John F. MacArthur 2008-03-01

How to Study the Bible John F. MacArthur

This package includes the complete two-volume set

2009-02-26 The Bible is the Word of life. As such,

of the Gospel of John from the MacArthur New

studying the Bible is crucial to the life and growth

Testament Commentary series: John 1-11 and John

of every believer. In this revised work, John

12-21. The MacArthur New Testament

MacArthur examines various Scripture passages in

Commentary series continues to be one of today's

the Old and New Testament to answer both the

top-selling commentary series. In the volume one

“why” and the “how” questions of Bible study. How

and two of the Gospel of John, MacArthur gives

to Study the Bible can be used alongside or apart

verse-by-verse analysis in context and provides

from the audio series available from Grace to You in

points of application for passages, illuminating the

either a personal or group study. UNIQUE

biblical text in practical and relevant ways. The

FEATURES: Corresponds with the audio message

series has been praised for its accessibility to lay

series available from Grace to You Features revised

leaders, and is a must-have for every pastor's

content and study questions For personal or group

library.

study use

The MacArthur Bible Commentary John F.

Alone With God John MacArthur, Jr. 2010-01-01

MacArthur 2005-05-08 The MacArthur Bible

For over 30 years trusted pastor and teacher John

Commentary treats every passage of the OT and

MacArthur, Jr. has delivered practical, Biblical

NT phrase by phrase, with hundreds of word

insights for helping Christians grow in their own
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journey of faith. Now David C Cook is offering the

no book has been more misunderstood or neglected.

very best of John MacArthur Jr.'s Christian living

Yet God wants His children to know this book, and

titles in a repackaged and revised format. Based on

blessings are stored up for those who study its

the timeless originals, these new editions feature a

riches. Join John MacArthur as he explains each

fresh look and study guides for both personal and

verse in a way that is both doctrinally precise and

group reflection, all centered on topics and issues

intensely practical. Taking into account the cultural,

that matter most to believers. We all know that

theological, and Old Testament contexts of each

spending time with God is essential to an intimate,

passage, MacArthur tackles interpretive challenges

growing relationship with Him. Yet many of us

and fairly evaluates differing views, giving the

struggle to make prayer a consistent, dedicated part

reader confidence in his conclusions. The

of our daily lives. Alone with God offers powerful

MacArthur New Testament Commentary series

encouragement for anyone longing for a deeper,

comes from the experience, wisdom, and insight of

richer time of prayer. Here John MacArthur turns

one of the most trusted ministry leaders and Bible

to the perfect mentor on prayer, Jesus Christ, as he

scholars of our day. Each volume was written to be

explores the profound insights found in the Lord's

as comprehensive and accurate as possible, dealing

Prayer.

thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the

Revelation 1-11 John MacArthur 1999 No book in

Scripture without being unnecessarily technical.

the scripture reveals the glory of God and Christ in

This commentary will help to give a better, fuller,

more splendor than Revelation. At the same time,

richer understanding of God's Word, while
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challenging the reader to a vibrant personal

questions to help you study the Word of God with

spiritual walk. A great resource for pastors, teachers,

guidance from John MacArthur.

leaders, students, or anyone desiring to dig deeper

Kingdom Manifesto (Volume 1) Nelson Thermitus

into Scripture

2020-04-14 Manifestos are very popular nowadays.

Romans John F. MacArthur 2015-11-03 Paul’s letter

Some, one could argue, have become infamous.

to the Romans is an inspired masterpiece of doctrine

Kingdom Manifesto, however, is a series of biblical

highlighting God’s grace, truth, and redemption.

studies on the Sermon on the Mount. This manifesto

Within its pages, the apostle shares his message of

was originally given by the King of kings. The first

good news and eternal salvation with the church,

volume is on the Beatitudes which the author

advises believers on theological truths, gives

entitled the Beautiful Attitudes. The author, Dr.

practical applications for living the Christian life,

Nelson Thermitus, has done an in-depth study of

and shows how God’s righteousness comes by grace

the Beatitudes; he has offered different ways to

alone through faith in Christ. The book of Romans

apply them and live them out in your Christian

underscores that Christianity is far more than just a

walk. These beautiful attitudes, once applied with

doctrine—it is an essential road map for daily living.

the help of the Holy Spirit, will help you to become

The MacArthur Bible Studies provide intriguing

a better disciple of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

examinations of the whole of Scripture. Each guide

The values of the kingdom are thoroughly

incorporates extensive commentary, detailed

explained. The book will aid you in assessing your

observations on overriding themes, and probing

values with those of the King and require a change
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in your behavior. This book could serve as a

and how they relate to the whole of the Bible. This

personal devotional or personal Bible study; it is also

passage-by-passage study of the Epistle of 2

perfect for small group Bible studies. The author

Timothy follows John MacArthur's orientation

believes that Kingdom Manifesto can truly change

toward explanation and exposition rather than

the world and make it a better place. Happy

overly-academic concentration on linguistics,

reading.

theology, or homiletics.

Second Timothy John MacArthur 1995 These study

The True Jesus David Limbaugh 2017-04-10 A

guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar, John

New York Times Bestseller! "Who do you say that

MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

I am?" Uttered by Jesus Christ, this profound

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

question has presented an age-old challenge to

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

believers, skeptics, scholars, and rulers. In

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

attempting to answer this question, The True Jesus

probing questions that guide the reader toward

goes straight to the unimpeachable source: the books

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Only in the

The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools

Gospels, says #1 New York Times bestselling

for Bible students of all ages. This work on Second

author David Limbaugh, do we come face-to-face

Timothy is part of a New Testament commentary

with the Son of God, Whose sublime teachings,

series which has as its objective explaining and

miraculous actions, and divine essence leap off

applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines,

every page and into our hearts. In this book,

the-macarthur-bible-commentary-john-f-jr
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Limbaugh combines the four Gospel stories into a

outstanding guide to the Gospels for long-time

unified account (though not, he humbly admits, a

believers. Who really is the true Jesus? Open this

perfect harmony) and guides readers on a faith

book and begin your odyssey toward the answer.

journey through the Four Evangelists' testimonies

Colossians & Philemon John MacArthur 1992 These

of the life of Jesus Christ. Along the way, Limbaugh

study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar

shares his insights on Jesus' words and deeds as well

John MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

as His unique nature as fully human and fully

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

divine. In The True Jesus, you will learn: - Why

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

even the apostles failed to completely understand

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

Jesus' true identity and mission until after His

probing questions that guide the reader toward

crucifixion - The real basis for the rejection of Jesus'

application, The MacArthur Bible Studies are

message by skeptics in His hometown and

invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. The

elsewhere - The historical events preceding Jesus'

theme of Paul's letter to the Colossians is the

birth that providentially paved the way for

complete adequacy of Christ in contrast to the

Christianity - How Jesus' message utterly

emptiness of mere human philosophy- a timely

contradicted modern attempts to portray Him as

message in the face of the do-it-yourself, anything-

being non-judgmental Limbaugh's passion for the

goes New Age movement. MacArthur expounds on

Gospels infuses the pages of The True Jesus, which

Paul's themes as he moves passage-by-passage

is both a primer for new Bible readers and an

through the text of Colossians and Philemon. His

the-macarthur-bible-commentary-john-f-jr
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careful exegesis and life-changing applications

measure our true and living faith and our spiritual

expressed in a clear style and easily understandable

fruitfulness. He encourages us to “be doers of the

language will appeal to both pastors and laypeople.

word, and not hearers only,” to “draw near to God,”

James MacArthur New Testament Commentary

and “to be patient . . . until the coming of the Lord”

John F. MacArthur 1998-05-01 Are there different

(James 1:22; 4:8; 5:7). James calls all believers—then

degrees of faith? Does faith always prove itself only

and now—to live a life that demonstrates saving

through action? James provides powerful, practical

faith marked by godly behavior. The MacArthur

answers to timeless questions of the Christian faith,

Bible Studies provide intriguing examinations of

including teaching on how to gain wisdom, prevent

the whole of Scripture. Each guide incorporates

hypocrisy, and control the tongue.

extensive commentary, detailed observations on

James John F. MacArthur 2016-06-28 The apostle

overriding themes, and probing questions to help

James, the oldest half-brother of Jesus, was a key

you study the Word of God with guidance from

leader in the Jerusalem church. During the early

John MacArthur.

days of the young church, the Jewish believers had

How to Study the Bible John MacArthur 2009-02

been scattered by persecution. Out of compassion,

"It is vital for every Christian to know how to study

James wrote this epistle to confront them and

the Bible. My prayer for you is that you study the

motivate them to test the quality and consistency of

Word of God, fight for it, obey it, love it, honor it,

their faith. In this short and powerful book, James

and believe it." - Dr. John MacArthur. This book

gives us practical guidance on issues that also

will help you do it. How to Study the Bible is a

the-macarthur-bible-commentary-john-f-jr
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non-intimidating guide that answers both the

The MacArthur New Testamant Commentary

"why" and the "how" of Bible study. In this revised

Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all

work, Dr. John MacArthur examines various

ages. This work on Matthew 1-7 is part of a New

Scripture passages in the Old and New Testaments.

Testament commentary series which has as its

Drawing from years of experience, he clearly lays

objective explaining and applying Scripture,

out biblical truths and follows them up with

focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate

practical steps. Complete with questions for review

to the whole of the Bible. This New Testament

and thoughts for reflection at the end of each

commentary series reflects the objective of

section, this thorough, insightful, and concise

explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the

reference will serve as an excellent resource for

major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of

personal or group Bible study. - Back cover.

Scripture. This volume is a study of the first seven

Matthew 1-7 John MacArthur 1985 These study

chapters of the book of Matthew.

guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John

Biblical Doctrine John MacArthur 2017-01-13 Long-

MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

Awaited Systematic Theology by Well-Known

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

Pastor, Author, and President of the Master's

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

Seminary Doctrine isn’t just for theologians—it’s

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

important for every Christian because it shows us

probing questions that guide the reader toward

who God is and how we should live. Systematizing

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

the robust theology that has undergirded John

the-macarthur-bible-commentary-john-f-jr
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MacArthur’s well-known preaching ministry for

ages. This work on Matthew 16-23 is part of a New

decades, this overview of basic Christian doctrine

Testament commentary series which has as its

covers topics such as God the Father, Jesus Christ,

objective explaining and applying Scripture,

the Holy Spirit, the Bible, salvation, and more.

focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate

Comprehensive in scope yet written to be accessible

to the whole of the Bible. This New Testament

to the average reader—with non-technical

commentary series reflects the objective of

vocabulary, minimal footnotes, and a helpful

explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the

bibliography—this volume offers Christians a solid

major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of

foundation for what they believe and why.

Scripture. This volume is a study of chapters 16-23

Matthew 16-23 John MacArthur 1988 These study

of the book of Matthew.

guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John

1 Peter MacArthur New Testament Commentary

MacArthur, take readers on a journey through

John F. MacArthur 2004-06-01 The book of 1 Peter

biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the

was written to believers scattered throughout Asia

surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then

Minor. It addresses the sufferings that come to

reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With

faithful Christians. As such, it speaks to believers

probing questions that guide the reader toward

today who are facing trials. For years now, John

application, as well as ample space for journaling,

MacArthur has been helping Christians in their

The MacArthur New Testamant Commentary

study of the New Testament, with verse-by-verse

Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all

commentary on the theological ramifications of the

the-macarthur-bible-commentary-john-f-jr
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passages.

passages, illuminating the biblical text in practical

The MacArthur New Testament Commentary Set

and relevant ways.

of 31 volumes John F MacArthur 2011-02-21 This

1 Samuel John MacArthur 2000-05-01 These first

set includes the entire collection of the MacArthur

four study guides in a 16-volume set from noted

New Testament Commentary series: Matthew 1-7,

Bible scholar John MacArthur take readers on a

Matthew 8-15, Matthew 16-23, Matthew 24-28,

journey through biblical texts to discover what lies

Luke 1-5, Luke 6-10, Luke 11-17, Luke 18-24, John

beneath the surface, focusing on meaning and

1-11, John 12-21, Acts 1-12, Acts 13-28, Romans 1-8,

context, and then reflecting on the explored passage

Romans 9-16, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Galatians,

or concept. With probing questions that guide the

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians & Philemon, 1 &

reader toward application, as well as ample space for

2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus,

journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies are an

Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 2 Peter & Jude, 1-3 John,

invaluable tool for Bible students of all ages.

Revelation 1-11, and Revelation 12-22. The

The Collected Writings of James Leo Garrett Jr.,

MacArthur New Testament Commentary series

1950-2015: Volume Three James Leo Garrett

continues to be one of today's top-selling

2019-08-29 James Leo Garrett Jr. has been called

commentary series. These commentaries from

“the last of the gentlemen theologians” and “the

respected Bible scholar and preacher John

dean of Southern Baptist theologians.” In The

MacArthur give a verse-by-verse analysis in

Collected Writings of James Leo Garrett Jr.,

context and provide points of application for

1950–2015, the reader will find a truly dazzling
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collection of works that clearly evince the

volume one of the Gospel of John, the 25th

meticulous scholarship, the even-handed treatment,

installment to the MacArthur New Testament

the biblical fidelity, the wide historical breadth, and

Commentary series. John MacArthur gives verse-

the honest sincerity that have made the work and

by-verse analysis in context and provides points of

person of James Leo Garrett Jr. so esteemed and

application for passages, illuminating the biblical text

revered among so many. Volume 3 contains his

in practical and relevant ways. The series has been

works on ecclesiology and provides much-needed

praised for its accessibility to lay leaders, and is a

light in a day of great confusion on many issues

must-have for every pastor's library.

related to the nature, purpose, and mission of the

Anxious for Nothing John MacArthur, Jr.

church. Spanning sixty-five years and touching on

2012-02-01 Stress has become part of our daily lives.

topics from Baptist history, theology, ecclesiology,

We worry about our jobs, our relationships, and our

church history and biography, religious liberty,

families. And while there's no lack of remedies for

Roman Catholicism, and the Christian life, The

anxiety, no solution seems to offer true peace of

Collected Writings of James Leo Garrett Jr.,

mind. John MacArthur, Jr. believes that peace is not

1950–2015 will inform and inspire readers

only possible, it's a divine mandate. Drawing from a

regardless of their religious or denominational

rich legacy of teaching and ministry, MacArthur

affiliations.

puts aside cultural cures to uncover the source of

John 1-11 John MacArthur 2006 From one of

our anxiety and stress. Based on solid Biblical

today's top-selling commentary series comes

insights, Anxious for Nothing shares how we can
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overcome uncertainty, defeat doubt, and be truly

cultural, theological, and Old Testament contexts of

worry-free. This revised and updated edition

each passage. Interpretive challenges are fully dealt

includes a guide for both personal and group study

with, and differing views are fairly evaluated. The

and features discovery questions, suggestions for

gospel of Luke is unique and provides valuable

prayer, and activities, all designed to connect life-

insight into Christ’s life and ministry. For example,

changing truths with everyday living.

it gives the fullest account of Christ’s birth and is

Luke 1-5 MacArthur New Testament Commentary

the only gospel to record several of our Lord’s

John F. MacArthur 2009-10-01 Luke 1-5 begins The

parables, including the Good Samaritan and the Two

MacArthur New Testament Commentary’s look at

Sons. Use this volume of The MacArthur New

the longest of the four gospels. The commentary

Testament Commentary series to assist you in your

provides a verse by verse and phrase by phrase

study of this cherished New Testament book.

exposition of the text, taking into account the
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